FIG. 9A (WIRING "A")
ACCESS RELAYS FOR PABX TENANT'S CABINET WITH "SIMPLIFIED" CORD CIRCUIT, WITH OR WITHOUT MULTI-FREQ TOUCH CALLING.

FIG. 10A (OPERATIVE WIRING "B")
AS IN FIG. 9A PLUS DIRECT-WIRE TOUCH CALL HOOKSWITCH TRANSFER TO ATTENANT.

FIG. 11A (DIRECT - MANUAL TOUCH CALL)
HOOKSWITCH TRANSFER TO ATTENANT.

FIG. 5 (NOTE 17)
FOR CORD CIRCUIT R:G, RIGHT SIDE, INTERSIDE (R:G OF TERM 8LK)

FIG. 17 OR EQUIVALENT
THRU NIGHT CUT-OFF KEY

FOR FIG. 5A OR 7A
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FOR E:G FROM AND TO FIG. 2A

FROM AND TO FIG. 3A

FOR CORD CIRCUIT R:G, RIGHT SIDE, INTERSIDE (R:G OF TERM 8LK)

FROM FIG. 5A TO FIG. 2A

FOR E:G FROM AND TO FIG. 3A

FOR CORD CIRCUIT R:G, RIGHT SIDE, INTERSIDE (R:G OF TERM 8LK)

FOR E:G FROM AND TO FIG. 3A

FOR CORD CIRCUIT R:G, RIGHT SIDE, INTERSIDE (R:G OF TERM 8LK)

FOR CORD CIRCUIT R:G, RIGHT SIDE, INTERSIDE (R:G OF TERM 8LK)

FOR CORD CIRCUIT R:G, RIGHT SIDE, INTERSIDE (R:G OF TERM 8LK)

FOR CORD CIRCUIT R:G, RIGHT SIDE, INTERSIDE (R:G OF TERM 8LK)

FOR CORD CIRCUIT R:G, RIGHT SIDE, INTERSIDE (R:G OF TERM 8LK)

FOR CORD CIRCUIT R:G, RIGHT SIDE, INTERSIDE (R:G OF TERM 8LK)